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5 0. Introduction 
In this gaper and a sequel, we generalize Barr’s results on obstruction theo.y for 
commutative algebtar; [I 1. The gist of our work is that if C is a suitably restricted 
‘*category of interest”, then we can formulate questions about the etistence and 
nature of nonsingular extensions and answer these questions in terms of criteria hav- 
ing to do with the second cohomoiogy group. 
Our first concern is to give a general definition ofextl=nsions. In 151, Beck des- , 
cribed extensions in the context of a tripleable adjoint pair. We restrict hesetting 
so that a more general definition can be given with Beck’s extensions by modules 
corresponding to the singular extensions. 
Further conditions are imposed on the categories we consider in order to insure 
the existence of centers (in the sense of (2)) and to show that centralizers of ideals 
are ideals. 
In 5 t WC describe categories of interest. In 52 we discuss notions of module and 
extension and relate them to Beck’s definitions. In @$3 and 4 we give some construc- 
tions needed in $6 5 and 6 which correspond to $52 and 3 of [ 11. 
The concept of t,tiple and the associated notation and terminology are treated in 
the introduction to 161. We follow the conventions established there, except that 
we write morphisms on the left. 
The contents of this paper appear in the author’s doctoral dissertation at the 
University of Illinois. The author is indebted to Michael Barr for many helpful con- 
versations. 
9 1. Categories of interest c 
.Let C be a category which satisfies 
((1). There is a triple T = (T, q,p) on S (the category of sets) such that T(8) = ( p) 
* This research was partially supported by N.R.C. Grant A 7861. 
(a onepoint set ) and C IS equivalent to ST 
1.1. A category whish satisfies { 1) is cumpletc and cOc(xnplete, pointed, and 
is tripleable over S.. the category of pointed sets with basepoint preserving maps. 
We i~se he following notation: objects of ST ilrc pairs (A, a) with A 3 set and 
a: TA .-+ A, whi& objects of s, are pairs tl. a) with A a set and 1~ the basepoirtt in A. 
&oof. Identify C and ST. 
In [ El rt is shown that categories tiipleable over sets have li@s and coequaiizen. 
tintun lhas hown that if K is any category with coproducts and rKT has cwquakers 
of reflexive pairs, then KT has 15’s. Thus, categories tripieable aver S are camplete 
and c0c0mple te. 
It 1s wy to SW that C is pointed. with (T(@),b) as zero objcat. 
That C is tripleable over S, fellows from a result of Beck. Any functor U: 
fl -.* ST’ which commutes with underlying functors is tripleable (see [3 ] ). 
Let T” be the triple on S, such that C is equivalent to ST’. 
RHIU& 1.2. T’ is it pointed triple. That is, T’((ipf, p>) = ({PI, p). 
xt, we place two more restrictions on C: 
(2). U: C --+ S* fxtars through the category of groups. 
(3). All operations in C are finitary . 
Axiom (Qenables us to view the &jects of C as groups with extra structure. We will 
denote the group operation by + although it need not be abelian. 
Axiom1 (2) and the previously mentioned theorem;Bf Beck mean that CT is triple- 
able over G (the category of groups). We write C = CT. 
A theorem of Barr 12, Theorem 3.31 shows that in a category satisfying (l)---(3) 
each object has a subobject with special properties, called its center. If A is an object 
&I C, let ZA denote the center of A. 
th 1.3. If u : (A 1 ,Q~ j -+ (A *,a2 j is a nmphim in C and is onto un m&r- 
~viryr sets, then 
K = {a Ef A, 1 u(a) = 0 in the group undertying A$ 
f. & C -+ G creates hir$s [I 2,2.4]. Therefore, K is an object in c and 
-+ (At ,, q j is the kernel of U. 
that u = ccbker v, note that uv = 0 and suppose u*: (Al,al ) I+ (A~JQ) with 
U’U = 0. In G, u = coker u since u is onto, and so there isI a unique group homomorph- 
ism ut : A2 -+A, such that MU= u’. It is easy to see that w is also the unique T’morph- 
ism with this property. 
Definition 1.4. Let R and A be objects in C. An txtensiun of R by A is a sequence 
in which p is surjective and i is the kernel of p. 
Definition 1.5. Let The an object in C. A subobject A of T is called an ideal if it is 
the kernel uf some morphism. We write CQ < T when this is the case. 
To formulate a criterion for a subobjcct o be an ideal, we assume that the oper 
ations in C can be generated by a set 9 which satisfies everal conditions. For a dis- 
cussilun crf operations in the language of triptes ee ( 12 1. 
Let 52., be the set ctf i-ary operations in 52. 
In addition to (1) - (3) we assume that C’ satisfies; 
(4). There is a generating set 52 for the operations in C and 
There is no harm in assuming that $2 contains the operations identity, inverse and +, 
associated with the group structure. 
kt 
rr; = R,\ t--L 
and assume that if + E $2;. then *o defined by 
is 3lso in Q!i. 
Rem& 1.6. St, contains only one element, the group identity, since null-ar?, oper- 
ations in C correspond to 7’&9) = E p). 
Further conditions on C are that Sz can be chosen satisfying: 
(S). If + E a;, then 
(a).lf&X2;,th en w is a homomorphism with respect o At, and if + E S2;, then 
~(47 + b) = {w(a) + b. 
The marphisms in C can be thought of as precisely the operation presenting maps 
of the underlying sets. 
hf. That A l < B implies (i) and (ii) is easy to see. 
For the converse, let B/A be the quotient group and define 
w(l+ +A)=o(bljtA for wEsq, 
@t +A)*& +A)=&, 0, +A for -32;. 
These are easily seen to be well-defined and preserved by the canoni projection 
for groups. 
Defmition 1.8. An object A in C is sing&r If It is abelian as a group and if A * A z 
0 for each * E $2;. 
The following is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.7 and Rarr”s definition of 
center (t]. 
Theorem R .9.1f c is (t category satisfving (1) - (6) trnci A is m object in C, then . 
Furthemwe. ZA is sing&r and 24 < A. 
Definition 1.10. if A < B, then 
is calfed the cegt,rali:et of ,A in B. 
Although tt is clear that Z(B, A) is a subset of B, it is not necessarily the case that 
i?(B.A)<B. 
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Example I .I I. Let C be the category of real Jordan aigebras. Then C satisfies (l)-(6). 
kt H be the algebra of 2 X 2 upper triangular eal matrices. if juxtaposition de- 
notes ordinary matrix multiplication, then R, with ordinary matrix addition and * * 
defined by 
X*Y=f(XYtYXI, 
is a Jordan algebra. However, 
A = i (,g -;f )I x is a real number) 
is an ideal in B, while 
Z(B,fl= it; _; )I 14, u are real numbers; 
is not, since ( h _:)*(A!+5 (;I _~)isnotinZ(B.A). 
Example 1.12. Let C be a category satisfying ( 1 )--+I) such that sti = @I and 52; = 
f +, +Oi. Let B be a free group un generators X,. X2, X3 and &, and assume that X2 
and X3 commute with the other symbols. Let the operation * on B be defined by 
the table 
x,:0 0 0 0 
x,lo 0 0 0 
I 
X3 jo 0 X3 X4 
x4 1 0 0 x4 x4 
and distributivity. + is well-defined and associative. 
Let A be the normiJ subgroup generated by X1. A is clearly closed under * and 
in fact, A * B = 0. Thus, A < B. However, Z(.B. A ) 4: B because X3 is in Z(B, A) but 
X3 + X4 Q Z(B, A ) since 
x, +(x,*x4)=xI +x,+x,+x, =(XpX4)fXp 
We require thait A < B impiies Z(B, A) C B. To insure this we formulate two more 
axioms. Let C be a category satisfying (l)-(6). If X is an object in C and x1, x2, x3 EX, 
then 
(7).x1 +(x7 *x3)=(x2 *Q+xJ forany *inn;. 
(8). For eath ordered pair (0, *) E s2; X s2$, there is a word w such that 
where each juxtapositjon represents an operation in 52). 
Remark 1.13. ~(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.0) = 0 since ~(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) E $2,. 
Jordan algebras satisf.y (7) shcts + is commutative, but not (8). The object B in 
&ample I. 12 satisfies (8) since + is associative; but (7 j fails for B. 
Definition 1.14. A category C is calied a cot,@gov of inrti~sr if it sa tisfics ( 1) - - (8 ). 
It is easy to see that the following theorem holds. 
In this paper, we will always aswme that we are working in categories of interest. 
These include many, but not ;J1, of the familiar algebraic ategoriics. For example, 
oups, groups with operators, varieties of groups, rings, associative algebras, commu- 
tive associative algebras, modules 1~3~er a ring, alternative algebras and Lie algebras 
can all be interpreted a(; categories o,l’ interest. We have already noted that Jordan 
3ras do not corrstijute acategoqr of interest because of the failure of axiom (8). 
Using the method developzd by Barr and Beck in (41, it has been shown that 
triple cohomoJogy coincides with cohomoiogy theories of Eilenberg--Mac Lrrne (for 
groups), Hochschild (for assot:iative algebras), Harrison (for commutative algebras), 
and Shukla (for associative algebras j. The theorems in this paper and its sequel give 
;t amuftaneous treatment of results recorded in 171, [9], [IO] and [ 141. 
0 2. R-sttoclrures and R-modules 
Let C be a fixed category’ of interelot and assume all objects and mrjrphisms be- 
long to C unless otherwise specified. We say that an extension 0 + A k E k R -t 0 
* dngu&r if A is singular and that it is splir if there is a morphism s: R I* E such 
thatps=idR. 
kfmition 2.1. A split extension of R by A is called an R-structure. A singular R- 
struc:ture is caUed an R-modtde. 
An R-structure induces actions of R + a A corresponding to the operations in c. 
umeA<Ewithi:A-*Etheinclusion,thenfor7ER,aEAarod1,E$2;, 
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we have 
(2.La) 
(23) 
Ha - r = s(r) + a - s(t), 
r * a = s(r) * a. 
We will call (2.23) and ( 2.B) dtviwd actiom of R on A . 
in familitrt categories like groups and commutativt? rings, R-modules are defined 
in terms of such actions. We need a simple way of checking whether 3 particular set 
of actions is 3 set of derived actions. 
Definition 2.3. Given a set of actions of R on A - one for each operation in “I - __.._ --. 
let R X 4 be a universal algebra whose underiying set is R X A and whose operations 
are 
(r, a) t (r’, a’) = (r + I’, (4 + a + r*) + 4’j1 
(r, a) + (j. cl)‘l = (I + rr, Y * 4’ + a + r* f a * a*). 
aloof. It is easy to see that if 
is an Restructure, then up: R X A -__I_ -+ E given by g((r, a)) = sfr)+i(a) is an isomorphism. 111-m 
Thus, R X A is an object iffr c. _I -- 
Conversely, if h X A is in C, then 
with all maps defined in the obvious way, is an R-structure which induces the given 
actions of R on A. 
From now on WC use the terminology: A is an R-structure if there is a split exten- 
sion of R by A. When A is singular, we call it an R-module. 
hoposition 2.5. If A is an R-stmchuv and f : S + R is a morphism in C, thm j’in- 
dwes a set of detiued acticm of S on A. 
Roof, The actions induced by fare : 
s + a -- s = f(s) + a -- fis), 
s*a=fls)*a 
--* -w_ 
for all 4 E A and s ES. LRt S X A be defined using the= actions. Then S X A * Q 
in the pullback diagram: 
_u_-_ 
Q--RXA 
I I projection 
S-R 
I 
&tfiiition 2.6. If A is an R-module, a map E: R + A is tailed a CI&W~OH if
T’he definition of R-module given here corresponds to that given in (8). but in 
his thesis, Beck gives definitions of H-mtidule and extension which are meaningful 
in general. Siarce our categories of interest are spedat cases of the categories he con- 
den. we will remark on the relation between our definitions and his. 
Let K be any category and R an object in K. (K, R) is the category which has 
morphisms E --* R in K as objects and commutative triangtes 
as morphisms. For Beck, an R-module is an abelian group object in (K, R) (see [ 51). 
hmf. ff 
is an R-module via Definition 2.1, :hen Y $ R is an abeiian group object in (C, R). 
TMs is easy to check. 
SfY%ZiJa!labeli an group object in (C, R), there is a unit morpkrism 
RI-Y c 
“a aR “b 
/ 
‘? 
R 
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of ((7’. R), and a multiplication morphism 
where Y XR Y is the kernel pair of Y 3 R. It is immediate that 
O++Y+R+Q 
is an R-structure. We must check that K is singular. _--- _ 
We can identify Y with R X K and let g be the unique morphism making the dia- 
4 
commutative. In this case g((r. kl) = ((t, k’), (r, 0)). Since I’ c R is an abelian group 
object in (C, R ), w = id y. Therefore 
By a similar argument * 
This can be used to show that (0, k, t k2) = (0, k2 + k+and (0. k, * kz) = (0. Oj. 
Fat Reck, a derivation from R to an R-module Y is a morphism from R 5 R to 
Y 9: R in (C, R). This also is equivalent to our definition of derivation; for if A is an .-_-- - 
R+xxiule via Divrflnition 2.1, it is easy to see that f: R + R X A is a morphism in 
(C, R) iff i(r) = (K t(r)), where t : H + A is a derivation via Definition 2.6. 
The reader may check that in categories of interest, Beck’s description of exten- 
sions as principJ objects coincides with our Definition 2. I. A detailed proof uf this 
is laborious, but the ideas needed are available in [ 5 1. 
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Q 3. Technical 0,bsmations 
Let C be a category of interest. The objects of C have underlying roups, pointed 
ts and sets. In fact, as a consequence of axiom (2), the underlying roup structure 
is defused on the underlying pointed set in such ;a way that the identity of the group 
io the base point. 
If R and Bare objects of C and Q, p: U{A) + U(B) are rnorphisms of their under- 
lying pointed sets, we CXI define a f /3 (in S,) by 
sinec a@) and p(a) belong to the group underlyinig B. If 7, w : c/A’ + C’d are morph- 
* msIn S.. then foranya’EA’, 
This foliowv from (3.1). 
If a is a morphism on the underlying pointed !set of A’ but not necessarily on the 
underlying roup, then all we can say is 
a(y + @(a‘) f afya’ + km’). 
‘&Wevei, if d : A + B is a morphism in C and a’ tf c/A ‘, then 
TIIUS, 
since + is not necessarily commutative we must keep in mind that ---(Q t 0) = 
--@ - Q. Finally, if a: WA + U.. is as above, we write 
kera ={ aEAlaa=O), 
ima =ftiEBIb=~forsomeaElIA,r. 
Now recall that W: C + S, has a left adjoint F: :S, * C and that this adjoint pair 
gives rise to the triple T’ on S, and a-cotriple G == [G, e, 6) on C. 
To compute cohomology groups, given an object R in C, one takes a resolution 
(3.4) 
to et 0' e’ 2 e” 9 l I 
OCR - X0 “;I” 3yr TX;! . . . 
0 t 
as described in (41. That is, the Xi are G-projective and the complex satisfies ,gll 
acyclicity property. Any such complex can be used for computing triple cohomology, 
but for most of this paper the standaad resolution 
is entirely satisfactory. 
Given a resolution suoh as (3.41, let 
[(W) - (C*P - 1) + .*. + (- 1 )H(U& if II is odd il 
These sums are detined in the sense of (3.1). The qI are morphisms in S, rather than 
in C. It is easy to check that q,t, =0,qe2=Oande2e1 =O. _ 
Ln addition. we note: 
Remark 3.6. If q(x) = 0. then x E im q . 
This is a consequence af a general fact about simplicial complexes in which each 
Xi is a group and all mq&isms are grc~~p homomslrphisms. Such a complex is said 
to satisfy the firrt bcl_x c*u&tif~~z if given x0 , . . . . . u”+l in Xn such that &d = ej-l# . 
for i <i, there exists x tn X,, , such that e% = ,i for 0 G i G N f 1 . It follows from 
a theorem in [ 131 and a routine computation that an acyclic gruup complex always 
satisfies this condition. 
Let us use this to werify Remark 3.6,. Suppose we have a resolution (3.4) of R. If 
e,(X)=O,thene*~-~)=et(x). Let#=Xl =.xZ =xfXi.Thene’xi=ei-IKifor 
0 6 i <i G 2, and therefore there is ,rt E X2 such that e”_v = ety = $V = X. Thus 
‘2) l = eo,V -- el_p t e”y = _T. 
Finally, we make note of another useful fact whose proof is straightforward. 
Rctnark 3.7. if pr is an object in S, aml Q: F(rr) 3 R is a surjection _ then there is a 
simplicial resolution 
in which each Xn is in fat t free. 
Let A be 311 object in C. If A < Tit follows from Theorem I .7 that a set of ac- 
tions of T on A is induced by the operations in T. These actions induce correspond- 
actions of T/L?{ T. A ) on A by 
Cleariy. these are welt-defined. 
D&Won 4.2. Let EA be the coltection of equivakncc lasses of sequences (in C) of 
the farm: 
Q-G?JI -*A-+ TIi?(T,A)-+ TI’(A +Z(T,A))-+O, 
where A < T and equrvalence is by isumorphisms which leave A fixed and preserve 
the actions of T/Z{ T. A ) on A. 
‘5tre secmd condition is not. as one might suspec:t, simply a consequence of A re- 
brining fixed. This can be seen in the following exstmple. 
ExampIe 4.3. Let (’ be the category of groups. Take: G to be the free group on X and 
Y. and N the nomd subgroup ctf G generated by 5X and Y + .4’ .- Y a-v 2X. Let T = 
GH. and let A be the subgroup of T generated by jr = X + H. Then A is a normal 
subgroup of T. It is easy to see that 
Morewer. 9 : TZ(T, A) + T/Z(T. A), defined by q( F + Z(T, A )) = 3Y + Z(T, A ), is 
an iscmorphism which leaves the image of A fixed and does not fix the action of 
(r,A)onA. 
As in [I f we can construct a natural representative for each class in EA. Let 
represent a particular &ss in EA. Then E = T/2( T, A ) and N = T/(.4 + Z( T, ,4 )) for 
T such that A < T. Let K 3 T be the kernel pair of T -+ T/A. Then 
K=‘;(t,f’)(f,f’ET~dttA =r’+A), 
the two morphisms being the rest.rictions ta K of the coordinate projections. Let , 
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It is easy to check that AZ < K. Let 
The projections ICI 3 T induce morphisms 8, d* : P 3 E which are given by 
We can wri tto P in the form 
The map $: P -+ E X A defined by 
-_.___. __. 
is easily checked to be an isomorphisrn between Y and E’ X A. This shows that the 
set ofacti~~s (4.1) of ?‘..Z(T, A ) on A is 3 set of derived &ztions and that P is indc- 
pen&m uf the choice of the’ representative. --<-_..-* 
As maps frarn E X y4 to E, & and Jt arc 
From now on we will not distinguish bet ween P and E X A. 
In the foIlowing we enunxrate several useful facts. 
___ - 
Proof. (i ). It is easy to see that 0 X A < E X A. 
(ii). If (‘e, a)EZ(P,A) and if we write e = t t Z( T, A ). then we can show that 
(I + a) E 2( 7’, &4 ) and therefore 
That is, @, a) = (- A(a),a) f ker do. The sonverse is immediate. 
(iii) and (iv) 3re easily checked after noting that (4, a) E ker d” implies (e, 4) = 
( *- h(o),u) and (e’,o’) E ker dt implies (c’. 0’) = (0, LJ’). 
(v). &((e, a)) = dt {(v, 4)) = 0 iff e + X(a) = e = 0 if‘f c = 0, and h(u) = 0 iff 
OxkerIX=OC!A. 
hpsition 4.6. Tlte seqtrmc~~ 
We leave it to the reader to the reader to check that $0 is a well-defined isomorphism 
.&a;it l*aves the image of A fixed. We ir?dicate how to check that 9 premws the action 
uf P,!i?P, A ) on A. Let a’ E A : then 
(k al + ZCE A)) + a’ = (e, a) + (0,a’) = (0, e + u’ + a e a*) 
=e + ii + X(u) + a’ =: (4 t X(4)) * ar 
= &(e, a) + Z(P, A )) 8 a’. 
To each class in EA we associate a truncated 2mpliciad object by Jetting B be the 
kernei triple of 8, dt : P Z E. That is, 
Define di: B + P for i = 0,1,2 by di(@g, pl, ~2)) = pi- If pi = (ei, ai), then 
(4.7) 
eo+% =el +&a,, 
et ==2, 
e. =e2 +“a2. 
From this one easily checks that 
t4.w ikerd’ Wxrd25!IA. 
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Tile only degeneracy we use is so: E + P defjned by 
SO(C) =(4.0). 
We have remarked that A is an E- structure. More is true. 
Proof. The actions of E on A leave 254 invariant. Take z E 24 and e = t + Z(T, A) E E. 
First we check that for any * E 52;. e + z E &I. lxt u E A and +’ E S2;. Then 
and 
(4 + f) + 4 = (t + 2) + e =u + (t * 2) = a + (e * 2). 
The latter fcrfiuws fr’ram axiom (7). 
Similariy we can check that e + z - ‘4 E 254, and thus, 24 is an E-module. 
To see that 22 is an M-module, define actions of M on 254 by 
m + z =e*r, 
m+z--m = e t f ..-. e 
for Verne e such that A@) = m. We check that these operations are we&defined. 
Suppose n(e) = I#) = m. Then 
for some u EA. Moreover, if e = t + Z(T, A) and e’ = t’ t Z(T,A), then 
(t -- t’)+Z(T,Aj=u +Z(T,A). 
That is, 
and 
t - t’ -u=z’EZ(T,d), 
t = 2’ + a + I’. 
Firufiy. we prove the following important fact, which corresponds to [ I, Propo- 
hoof. Using the relat.bF 2SLurtied in (4.7). one checks thiat for any x in B, 
( - s”cP + l)dx = (--sod’ + 1 )dx. 
I%ext. we ciheck that ax E U : 
d%x = (-4 + @)dY = 0. 
dbY “f-d’ +d’)dx=o. 
merefore itx E 0 X ZA = ker do fl ker dt for any x E B. 
A long computation follows to show that i) is a derivatilon. First consider 
i3(b, + b2) = (-rr*& + I )dtbJ f b2) 
= __ st+f’&b 
2 - s"di'd2bl t&b, + dob2 
- d1b2 -- d’b, + dzb, + d2b,. 
Note that 
&@b2 - d’b?) = 0, 
dr(-- drb, + d*b,) = 0, 
4 
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so that Proposition 4.5 (ii) applies. Therefore 
a(b, + b2)= -- &@dzbz - s”dodzb, + db, + db, 
= - @dod2b2 - s”&d2b, + db, + s”dod2b2 - s”@d”b2 + db, 
= - &f’d2b2 + ab, + s”&d2b2 + ilb, 
= -.- b, + ab, + b2 + ab2. 
Note the use of Theorem 4.9 to justify the last equality. 
To check that b, + 3b2 + ab, * b2 = a[b, * b2), we use the equations 
{d2b, - d’b,) * (drb, -- fld2b2) = (s”&d2b, - d*b,) + (&b, - s”@d2b2) 
= 0, 
which are valid by virtue of Proposition 4.5 (iv). Then, 
b, * ab2 + ab, + bz = d’bl * ab, + ZIb, + @b2 
+ {d*b, -_ d’b,) * tdzb2 -. s0&d2b2) 
+ (od%i2b, - d2b,) * t&b2 - s%iod2b2). 
We leave it to the reader to expand the above expression ful&. Using the fact thai 
sums of “products” commute, aconsequence of Axiom 5 fcr categories of interest, 
he can rearrange terms o as to arrive at the expression 
-s”&d2(b, *b,)+d(b, *b2)=(-so8 + I)d(bl *b2) 
= a(b, + b2). 
3 5. Obsttuctions 
Let R be an object in C and 0 + ,4 -+ T + R --* 0 an extension with which we asso- 
ciate a class in EA represented by 
There is then a surjective morphism p : R 3 hi such that the diagram 
O-,A -+T-R--*0 
O+U +A -+T/Z(T,A)c*T/(A +Z(T,A))+O 
commutes. p IS said oo be induced by the extension. Via p. %4 acquires the structure 
of an R-module. 
In obstruction theory, one attacks the problem of finding all estensions which 
induce % given surjection p : R --*IV where 
represents some class in EA. 
Let 
E0 2 PO 2 2 40 + e 
O+R+- X0 -I-.1, X, 
P 
-------+,x, . . . 
!* t’ . 
be a rcsoIutkn of R by G-free objects of C. Morphisnrs p. : x’, + E, pi : X, + P and 
p2 : X2 -+ l? cam be constructed as in II] so that the following diagram is cornmuta- 
tNe: 
Using Pioposi tion 2.5, we see that &I is an &-module with derived actions induced 
bv &‘P’t fix each n . e 
In general. if X is an N-module and 7: M -+ N induces an M-module structure on 
X. then for any derivahon o: /V -+X, ~37: Al + X is also a derriva tion. With this in 
mind we see that 3~2 is a derivation and that for any &: X,I -* Xn __ l,
(Ct’P : Dertxfl __ 1* 24 ) + Der(Xn, 23) can be defined by cornposition. 
Recall that &x(X, 2.4) is an abelian group. Hence, 
can ble defined by 
and 
e:” =e3*-$‘+el* _eo* ‘. 
ear Z@*.-et* +$*, 
mpectivefy. 
The f&owing useful observation can be proved by straighltforward computation. 
and 
e*(7)(x)=-x+r(e3-e2 tel -&)(x)+x 
e+(u) = cr(e* - e* t 42). 
This remark is useful, for example, in showing that ap2 is a cocycle in Der(X2, 2X): 
a+@&) = -x + ap2(e3 -- e2 + e1 - e”)(x) t x 
=--Xt(--sO~tI)(~---dr+bZlp2(,3--e2tel-e")(X)tX 
=---X+(-S"&+ l)pl(e*-e1t~2)(e3 _.- &t,l -- @)(_~)+X 
=a 
Proof. This proof is the same as the proof of [ I, Proposition 2.1 J except that a 
little more care must be taken in carrying out the computations. 
!3nce ap, = (- so& + 1 )ple, the choice of fi2 is irrelevant. Let uo, u1 be new 
choices replacing p. am! pl. Construct ho: X0 + P and h*, Al: Xl -+ B in the 
category C , so that for ho : X0 -+ P, 
andforh*,ht:X, 43, 
CPh’ = h%@, ah” = PI, 
&” = d’j+, 
ti2ho = hoe!, &hl = al. 
These constructions are carried out by using universal mapping properties of pull- 
backs and kernel triples and are therefore valid in C. 
Next, we will show that 
and 
a=a(-h” +h$3er(X1,Z4) 
e*(a) = - aP2 + a+ 
First note that Is* and ht preserve actions on 24. Therefore. d/t” and a\x * we in 
DerfX,. ZA ). Furthermore, for x f X, . 
Once -- i)h” + iMri is in Der(Xt , 23 ), we are done. 
Tki? 
Also. S”&Y&I-) - L&Q is in 0 X U by Remark 4.5(v). Elements of AA X 0 and 
0 X Zd are easify seen to commute under addition. Thus, 
Let [p] denote the cohomology class of dp2. 
kfiaition 5.3. (p) is called the obstnrcrion of p. p is said to ble tmdutrz~cti if 1~1 = 0. 
Roof_ l%e proof that if p arises from an extension then (p] = 0 is exactly the same 
s the corresponding proof in [ 1 ] . 
The proof of the cowers is also essentially the Same, with some modifications in 
computations. If p, pO, pi, p2 are given and there is deriv tion 7: Xt --* 24 such 
that P*T = ap2, then let & : X, 
in C. 
-+ Y be pI -- 7. It is easily seen that F, is a morphism 
Proceeding exxtly as in the proof of [ 1, Theorem 2.21, we see that p, can be 
chosen so that i)y, = 0. First note that && = Poe0 and dt ji, = poet; then choose 
& over & . Then we have 
= aP2 . w (by Proposition J.5) 
= dp, -.. e9 = 0. 
We are now ready to cunstrtrct an extension that induces p. Let 
be a pullback diagram. y2 is onto smce cfi is. Since C is a pointed category, 
ker q2 2 ker di % A. We witi identify ker y2 with o; A + @ 
Since (5.5) is a pullback diagram, there e.xist unique N() and ut :Xt + Q such that 
Consider the diagram 
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where q = coeq ![u*, u’) and Z and 9 are induced1 maps. The right hand columr~ of 
(5.7) is exact by commutativity of colimits. We will show that, 
0_,14&&+0 
ie an extension and that it induces p : R 3 M. 
First we show that 2’ is manic. This is true if ,im 4 n ker q = 0. But im a = ker qT 
arnd ker q is the ideal generated by im (ul - u*). Let 14 = U* I_ u*. For ij- to be mu&, 
ws need the fsli~owing proposition . 
Pmpoaitisn 5.8. 7%~ iwe of u is atI tieal and im 14 n ker q2 = 0. 
This corresponds to ( I, Proposition I 2.31. The proof is the same, but the compu- 
tations are more elaborate. 
haof. To see that im u < Q we must show that for each x E A’,, y E Q and for each 
operation + E S25, there exist x+ and xe such that 
( I). u(x,) = urlx9 + J’. 
c29. UCX,) = )’ + 24x9 --y. 
Let X’ = &J&V) and set x. = x + x’ and xg = x’ + x - x’. It su~‘fices to check that 
and 
fori= 1,2. 
q~4flJx’ + x - x’)) = q@ + u(x) - y) 
This iis immediate for i = 2. Moreover, since dp, = Cl, 
So im u is an ideal in Q. Ifrrx E ker 4: then 0 = 42~~ = e.x. That is. x E ker e = im C. 
Therefore 
and so ux = 0. That is. 
im II n ker 9r = 6. 
To finis!: the proof of Theurern 5.4, we will show that the extension just con- 
structed induces p. Since 841”o = cl”s*@pt = @p, = &4#, there exists a unique 
7 : 7’ + t;,‘ such ths t rq = <I”y I. Moreover, 
Since 9 is epic, Itr = p9. 
7 is seen to be onto by chasing the following diagram: 
To see that ker t = Z(T, A), observe that 
(i) q(ker 74) = ker 7, 
(ii) q(Z(Q,APZWA~, 
(iii) Z(Q, A) = ker 74. 
This; can be shown as follows: 
(i). x E ker rq implies q(x) E ker 7. C’onversely. if x E ker 7, then, since q is onto, 
there is some y E Q such that q(p) = x. Therefore 7y(,~) = 7(x) = 10. So x = q@), 
dwe y E kef 7g. 
(ii ). Take x E Z(Q, A). For any y E A, 
and 
x*a(_v)=a@j*x=O 
aQ)+x=x+aiy). 
Hence, 
WV) * q(x) = 4(y) + q(x) = 0, 
q(x) * qa(v) = q(x) s iic1?j = 0, 
eY) + q(x) = qlacv) + xj = q(x + u(y)) = q(x) + if@). 
Z(y)*x=xqj)=O 
and 
Z(y) + x = x t ti.(y). 
Since x E T, there exists z E Q such that x =d q(z). Hence, 
=oCv)*X=Xuij;Cy)=qgx+a~))=O, 
and 
qla~)+r-clCv)-f)=~Cv)tx-FCvi__~=0. 
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Since y is one-one on a(A ), this means 
for sny y E A. Therefore 2 E Z(Y, A ) and x E q(Z(Q, A )). 
(iii). 
The imge of A in Q is 
Using(i), (ii) and (iii). 
&er r = q(ker 7q) = q(Z(Q, A 1) = Z(T. A). 
$6. The action of II1 
In [ 1, $31, the following theorem is proved for commutative algebras: 
The the orcm is also true if objects and morphisms are assumed to, belong to a 
category of interest C, and the cohomology is computed by means of the triple aris- 
ing in atiom ( 1). The proof is nearly identical to the one given by Barr. 
ing a result front Beck’s thesis (51, A = H* (R, 254 )consists of equivalence 
in which 224 is assumed to have the R-module structure arising: from p. The only 
chrtnges in the proof are in the section which corresponds to ( L + Proposition 3.2 J u 
der, for exmrpie. part b) of that proposition, in which it is shown that 
=Z1.1fO-,,4~T-+R-OrepresentsIT:1 --ZL)+X2,wehave. 
at any element of Tcan be represented by a 3-tuple (ft, t2. ti) for 
*high q fI = 72~ and 9)~ =; 9Zf2 = 9&. In defining the morphism o : T-c T’. we 
must be cautious about order and signs, First observe that 92(t2) = 9&) imphcs 
(3 W;)EA.IRt 
d’r , t-p r;, = t, *- 12 + r;_ 
Then Q is weit-defrnet, since ((II. f2. fi) = (q, s2. si) iff (- .tl + q, ... f2 + $2, 
-t+;)=g z.0,~) for some z E 22. That is, s1 = ft - t, s2 = t2 and s; = I; + z. 
JIM, 
3 s2 + s; = fl -- z -_ t2 + f; + z 
=f 1 - 12 + t; 
(nnce ( -. t2 + t;, f A ). In checking that u is a morphism in C we use the fact that 
rIx = ?>v impties that a and y have the same actions on A : 
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The proof ht 0 preserves operations * E 52; is easier since sums of products com- 
mute. 
lnpartc)itcmbeshown.asin [l),that(A+~)--r:=A.IfO~ZQ +U’~R+O 
represents (A f Z j - X=, then a typical elenrevt of u’ is represented by a 3-tuple 
(t, u, I’) in which s(t) = tJ&) = &‘) and T(I) = I, Since s(t - t’) = 0 and r(t ..- I’) 
= 0, 
(t --f')EA R%(T,A)=zA. 
Moreover, (f, u, f’) = (s, v, s’) iff s -’ f = s’ -‘- t’ = II, for some a E 4, and N = u. 
Define c7 : U -+ U by o(t, u, t’) = (t -- t’) + u. B is well-defined, for if ( t, U, t’) = 
(s, 0, s’). then 
iqs, U, $0 = (s - SF) + Is 
= ((0 + I) -- (a + I’)) + u 
=(a + (t . I’) - di)+14 
= (t - I') + 14 (since f - f’ E ZA j 
= ( 1. 14,. I’). 
Moreover, CJ is a morphism in C since 
u(r, M, II)) + o(s, v. St) - u((f, 4% f’j + (5, v* s’9) 
=(r .-- t’tu)t(s--.. s’t~)--(tts-~’ .-f’tutu) 
=(I--f')+t(t(S-s')tfJ-U--Utf'tS'--S--f 
= [(I -- I’) + 14 t (s -. s’) -u --(f .- r’j] t [f + (s’ - S’) - f] 
= [&f -. f’j+(id+(s--- s’j-~dj--4(c. I’)] + [p(t)+’ --d--4(f)] 
= (u + (s -e.- sp - u) f (Jr(u) + (s’ -- s) -’ $(u )) 
=(u+(s -” s’)--u)+(u+(s’-s)-24) 
= 0, 
and 
a((f, U, ft)) * u(~s, TV, s’jj 
= (f - f’ + 14) + (S - st t vj 
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